METAMORPHOSES
ÉVA KOVÁCS

What’s New in East-Central European
1
Sociology?
“(…) three powers used to exist in Eastern Europe: the Soviet Army,
Hungarian political economy and Polish sociology.”
Antoni Sulek
“The increasing diversity of sociology on the one hand, its success in the media,
civil society and the state, its institutionalisation throughout the world, the quantitative increase of the sociological community on the other, means that sociology
looks more solid and is certainly socially more visible now than in the heroic era
of the pioneers. However, it is at the same time intellectually Balkanised.”
Raymond Boudon

Hypotheses, historical background

I

t is nearly three years ago that the question in the title rose so sharply.
We did not necessarily regard the idea of taking stock of the last ten
years of sociological thinking in the region original or extraordinary – although we looked for similar approaches in both the Hungarian and the international literature in vain. Some kind of summary was found for economics, but that involved individual and methodologically different approaches
concentrating only on Hungarian developments.2 But our own points of
This summary is the English version of the introduction and concluding study in the
book with an identical title Éva Kovács: Mi újság a Kelet-Közép-Európai szociológiában? A lengyelországi, a magyarországi, a romániai, a szerbiai és a szlovákiai szociológia a kilencvenes években.
Budapest: Teleki László Alapítvány (Regio Books), 2002. Other authors of the book are:
Gyula Gombos, László Gyurgyík, György Horváth, Tamás Kiss, Árpád Kollár, József D.
Lõrincz, Attila Z. Papp and Andrea Sólyom.
2 See Kovács, János Mátyás: “Örökség-utánzás-felfedezés. Közgazdasági gondolkodás Magyarországon 1989 után” (Legacy-imitation-invention. Economic thinking in Hungary after
1989). Közgazdasági Szemle, April 1996, 321–362.
1
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view are still due to the latter initiative, since the triple interpretation legacy-imitation-invention first appeared there. The continuation of national, primarily post-1945 sociological thinking was called legacy, copying and adapting “western” sociology imitation and the creative use of our own scientific
sources invention.
When planning our own research, besides the economic debate we also
considered the then dying-down “colonisation” discussion, which had flared up
in Hungarian sociology and which, although a Slovak sociologist took part in
it, still did not spread to the countries of the former Eastern bloc.3 Visiting former socialist countries and meeting East-Central European sociologists at international conferences we had the experience that while big changes had
taken place everywhere since the fall of the iron curtain, there could be common features which would be worth looking into. In these meetings we realised how little we knew about non-west European (and non-North American)
sociology. Slowly we formed an image of East European sociologists standing
next to each other without looking at or even noticing one another, each separately contemplating the West on the far away horizon.
We would like to make what we have said more exact in three ways: we
have used the terms Eastern Bloc or iron curtain while our own experiences
suggest that scientific and political discourse did not necessarily change simultaneously. One of the goals of our research is to question the presumption of simultaneity. Hungarian sociology can be suspected to have faced the
dilemma of imitation or invention in the 1980s, whereas the same happened
to Romanian sociology only after the collapse of communism. Therefore we
tried to maintain a broad time scale during the analysis.
Is it possible or worth talking about East-Central European sociology?
Isn’t it merely our common adoration of the West that creates an empty shell:
East-Central Europe? Don’t we simply want to fill in the white spots on our
cognitive map with colours? And if this is not so, what makes Polish, Hungarian, Romanian, Slovak or Serbian sociology East-Central European? Do the
shared socialist past and the consequent social similarities bind sociologies
quizzing social phenomena? Or does the similarity of sociologists’ roles create an East-Central Europeanness? Or does it show that our situation, com3

See issues of Replika No. 9–10. and No. 33–34. For decency’s sake we must add that the
debate was first published in English (Replika, special issue 1996). However, Polish,
Czech, Serbian etc. sociologists did not react for reasons unkown to us or they may have
not known about it.
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pared to the mainstream, is identically peripheral – and from a bird’s eye view
our eastern Europeanness is related to Indian, Chinese and South American,
etc. sociology? Or perhaps – and here we are getting into stormy waters – our
theory-creating and methodology-developing skills are absent or international discourse (and market) is not receptive to them.4
The third weak point (and probably not the last) of our concept is that it
not only concerns East-Central European sociologies but also national ones
– what else could it do? That is, it studies certain countries’ native language
sociological discourse and draws such conclusions as, for example, “unlike
east European sociologies Polish sociology went its own way and was freer
than the others”. Can we, however, talk about a national sociology?5 Besides
the paradox that universal sociology as a science can be approached via only
one national language, English (a maximum of three if we include German
and perhaps French), those defending the fame of the discipline will protest:
science is universal; hence “national” sociology becomes worthy in so far as it
overcomes its particularism. There are some who are for making peace and
connecting the universal and particular, and some would say that while mankind lives in nation states social phenomena are manifested as particular in
the sense that they are explored and described primarily in a national language and the results are utilised by the given society (and the state).
Our research covered five countries in the region (Hungary, Poland, Romania, Serbia and Slovakia). The Czech Republic, Slovenia and Croatia are
absent from the list – financial and personnel conditions did not allow these
three countries to be researched. At the start of the project three perspectives
governed us. Primarily, unlike previous discussions, instead of exploring essay writing and medium-level models we wanted to make detailed lists of sociological discourses in the neighbouring countries. In order to do that we
had to find the most important participants and institutions of the respective
countries’ sociologies. We started from the fact that universities and journals
‘produce’ and control the scientific discourse of sociology and thus main
trends and changes can be seen in the curricula, the themes of thesis and PhD
dissertations and in professional journals. (The following professional journals were put under scrutiny: Hungary: Replika, Szociológiai Szemle, Poland:
Saád, József: “Tíz széljegyzet Némedi Dénes tanulmányához és recenziójához”, (Ten
footnotes to Dénes Némedi’s study and review). Szociológiai Szemle, 2001, No. 1., 65.
5 Némedi, Dénes:, “Reflexiók a társadalomelméletrõl”, (Reflexions on social theory). Szociológiai Szemle, 2000, No. 4., 117–124, and Saád op. cit.
4
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Kultura i Spo³oczeñstwo, Studia Socjologiczne,Romania: Altera, Revista de Cercetãri
Sociale, Slovakia: Sociologia, Serbia: Sociologija.) The focus was on the change
of sociology as a science, so the market and public opinion research institutes
using the methods of applied sociology did not enter our sample, even
though leading sociologists manage them (their scientific work – provided
there was or is any – is available at universities and in journals). Thirdly, although we know that the state of our science is most often raised as an identity problem (where is sociology and the sociologist’s place at the turn of the
millennium in East-Central Europe?), we did not want to approach the question directly. However, we thought that we might be able to offer alternative
answers to it by the end of our research.
As a first step, we reviewed the post-1945 history of the respective sociological discourses in order to check the validity of our interpretation scheme
(legacy-imitation-invention) for further research.6 As a second step, the selected journals were analysed according to simple quantitative elements.
(These included the article’s theme, author, its inter- or multi-disciplinary
tendency and the structure of references, etc.) The quantitative analysis provided the features of sociological discourses in the respective countries important for us. As a third step, the debates published in the journals were
closely examined: our purpose was to show what was happening in sociology
in the past ten years, which themes stimulated discussion or at least generated thought in the journals. Professional literature on discourse analysis
helped us to work out the methodology of qualitative analysis.7
The research was unorthodox from many points of view. It was not experts in the history of science and the sociology of knowledge who wrote the
country studies, rather we ourselves set up a team whose members, albeit sociologists, had not conducted any research of this nature. Our intention was
for these young scientists to look at the subject of the research with fresh and
‘innocent’ eyes. Thus, they should not be members of professional lobbies of
their country, their pens should not be directed by their knowledge, interests
and judgements, but they would be able submit themselves to the methodol6
7

Studies containing the hypotheses were published in Regio, 2000, No. 1.
Here only the latest are referred to: Schiffrin, D. – Hamilton, H. E. (eds.): The Handbook
of Discourse Analysis, Oxford: Blackwell, 2001, Wodak, R. (ed.): Research on Language and
Social Interaction, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1999, Stamenov, M. (ed.): Language Structure,
Discourse and the Acces to Consciousness, Amsterdam: Benjamins, 1998., van Dijk, T. A.(ed.):
Discourse Studies, London: Sage, 1997.
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ogy of our research. Their young age also provided a guarantee that they
would be willing to read through and work on the selected journals carefully.
However, it is clear that as a result of this choice certain contexts and informal
knowledge were sacrificed on the altar of meticulous work. That the authors
would thoroughly know the sociology of the researched country was another
point in choosing our researchers: either that they were native to the country
and did their university studies there or as undergraduates or PhD students
chose to study sociology at a university of a respective country. Thus the authors of the volume are graduate sociologists, PhD students or recent doctors
of sociology. The principle of “two heads are better than one” became our third
point of orientation. Country studies were made in small group meetings or
workshops. Those in charge of a country held several consultations and interviews with heads of departments there, as well as with noted sociologists.

Legacy stock-taking – or past heritage in the sociology of the present
The studies in our volume show in one sentence that sociology has
changed in very different ways in the examined countries during the past decade. To look for the cause in the different legacies is unavoidable in the first
instance. Antoni Sulek’s ironic remark may not be far from reality: with the
exception of Poland and Hungary sociology either got stuck in a lay-by or became significantly overpoliticised in the decades of socialism. Romanian sociology had its Sleeping Beauty dream till 1975 than, it measured its professionalism by its “good” relationship with the power establishment. Similar processes took place in Yugoslavia and Slovakia at the beginning of the 1970s.
The 1960s and 1970s did not represent sociology’s glory in Poland or Hungary either. However, there are basic differences between them and the other
examined East-Central European countries. In Poland sociology could develop not only as a discipline but also as an author of social reform to arrive at
its ‘golden age’ by 1980, and later, after the repression of Solidarity, at its
moral dilemmas. In Hungary, after political economy praised by Sulek had
lost its force of forming “public debate” by the beginning of the 1970s, sociology became the discipline that made it possible to postulate social problems
in a language independent of power structures. Thus, while Romania’s legacy contained the insistence on originality on the one hand and political competence on the other, Slovakia’s tradition can be characterised by a consolidating inferiority feeling towards the Czechs and a sociology ideologically
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changing into scientific socialism. While Serbia witnessed the transformation of the profession into a political monopoly, Poland’s legacy featured the
memory of western (emigrant) sociology of several decades. Hungary’s tradition also included the discourse-making activity power elite.
Our analyses show that systemic change in sociology partly preceded political changes, partly it is still lagging behind. Already in the middle of the 1980s
the influx of western methods and theories into the East-Central European region became stronger, which can be traced in ‘imitation’ and the more marked
presence of quantitative and qualitative schools. (See Appendix Table 1.) Yet
the region’s sociologies still seem to be tackling their own legacies: the majority of the studies in the surveyed journals are digesting this legacy, trying to incorporate it into the mainstream and only a few original approaches could be
identified. (See Appendix Table 2.) Perhaps only the Romanian journals provide an exception since, due to the peculiar position of the discipline under socialism, they are trying to make up for the shortages of the past by ‘imitating’
western methods and approaches. The proportion of studies that can be listed
in the category of „invention” is strikingly low in all the examined journals.
Looking at the matter from here, East-Central European sociologies all seem
to be dissolved in the sociological discourses of the western world; more critically, they subordinate themselves to theories and methods appointed by the
Grand Schools. If this is so, perhaps the large presence of legacy should not be
denounced too much since – unlike copying – the characteristic sociological
problems of the given societies may live on in those legacies.
From another perspective, the legacy is also shown by the thematic order
of the articles published in the journals. (See Appendix Table 3.) The table
also reveals that the journals have some kind of division of labour in the countries where two journals were considered worthy of analysis: while the old
ones continue publishing traditional themes and open up to the mainstream
only carefully and gradually, the new ones have become the mediators and followers of western fashions in full force. Our results, however, are consonant
with the criticism, according to which the sociology of East-Central Europe
is not famous for its theory-producing and innovative creativity.
If for a moment we accept Ken Kyle’s hypothesis8 concerning where the
sociology of the (western) world is going, it is worth examining what the results show in the examined countries. According to Kyle, the majority of soci8

See Kyle, K.: “Commentary: The Fate of Critical Sociology in the 21st Century”, 2001.
http://itc.utk.edu/sssp/newsletter/32-2/kenkyle.html
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ologists have submerged into the nostalgic past and/or eternal future.
He thinks that sociology can choose between two kinds of future: between
a distopian (i.e. anti-utopian) and a eutopian future. Critical sociology comes to
an end in the former; it will be replaced by neo-liberalism, corporatism and
professionalism. In the latter, eutopian image promoted by him, the discipline
will continue to be able to pursue critical sociology and respond with the help
of communitarianism, feminism, socialism and environmentalism to the challenges of society. If we cast an eye on the themes of articles published in the examined journals again, it can be seen that the sociology of the region is proceeding towards an anti-utopian future described by Kyle, although the topic of gender is not negligible in Polish and Hungarian publications.

Discourses and identities – or is there a common feature in the sociological
thinking of the region?
In analysing the discourses in the journals we wanted to learn, on the
one hand, whether “national” trends of sociology exist and, on the other,
what specific social problems their trends represent.
Polish journals have shown that the political change in 1989 did not mean
an essential breaking point in the sociological public debate. That is, Polish researchers are trying to make visible a several decade continuity of sociology.
It also turns out that Polish sociology is not centralised, rather it is multi-centred, and furthermore, unlike in the other countries, anthropology and culture research became strong already in the 1960s, providing a suitable basis
for new trends to emerge after the change of system. Poland seems to be the
country where the struggle between quantitative and qualitative methods
has sharpened the most; and for the time being qualitative methods look like
having won the battle.
Four discourses have stood out to define the characteristics of the journals. Sociological research into regionalism is the first, which has managed
with an interdisciplinary approach to reinterpret minority issues, religion
and ethnicity. Concerning regionalism, the issues of interior colonisation
and ethno-politics have been discussed in Poland, as also in Romania.
It is characteristically Polish that the new topic of gender, which was taboo
before the political changes or there was no sociological research into it, has
been included in public thinking by enlightened Catholic intellectuals. Opposing doctrinaire Catholic trends, they have started to be concerned with
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the position of women, and secular sociologists have also joined the discourse. In the beginning they were strongly tied to western patterns and
trends (extreme feminist views have also been present); however, by now gender studies might be said to have its own Polish trend.
Unlike in other East-Central European countries Polish sociologists
have been divided by the prospects of EU accession. While sociologists in
Hungary do not express EU scepticism, this is presentable in Poland and
makes it possible to postulate a Polish ‘originality’.
In 2000 the issues of modernisation and the marketisation of social science divided Polish sociologists, similarly to their colleagues in other
East-Central European countries. The debate about so-called ‘trivialisation’,
which unfolded in 2000, made “sociospeech”, the spread of science becoming political, the object of criticism and a fierce attack was launched against
media power and public opinion surveys. In this debate sociologists following either quantitative or qualitative methods are also confronted. Polish sociologists appear to be re-stipulating their professional identities in the trivialisation debate.
In the 1990s Hungarian sociology moved, on the one hand, towards
a new type of institutionalisation (new journals and departments came into
being, opportunities to participate in international projects rose), while, on
the other, it had to face a fall in its social prestige achieved in earlier decades.
On the basis of the few examined journals it can be stated that the main trend
of publications involves technicality and methodological strictness, i.e. professionalism. Although this produced an important change in the profession,
it also meant that while its public role was decreasing sociology withdrew
from the broader public eye. Withdrawal was not without ‘pain’, its traces
can be seen in the professional debates of the past decade. Hungarian sociology has remained centralised and ‘top heavy’: journals primarily publish research by sociologists in Budapest.
The debate, which first raised the question whether there was a chance
in sociology to preserve some kind of central Europeanness and the role of interpreter between the east and west, lasted from 1991 to the end of the decade. Later this turned into a dialogue about methodology, i.e. it deliberated
on the legitimacy of using quantitative and qualitative approaches in Hungarian sociology. Another aspect of the debate involved the role of sociologists
and intellectuals, and yet another was concerned about the ‘colonisation’ of
science, i.e. the existence of an asymmetric contrast between East and West.
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These aspects naturally intertwined and the fibre of discourse was pointing at, sometimes covering, the problem of whether Hungarian sociology
can be competitive under the changed Hungarian and international conditions, and if so to what degree. On the one hand, the question of competitiveness produced the challenge of adjusting to international standards and the
prominence of quantitative statistical analyses. On the other, it brought
about the pressure to be evaluated on the international scientific market: the
mobilisation of knowledge capital, changing scientific achievements into
products and establishing networks of connections. Some Hungarian sociologists experienced joining international research projects and sociological
discourses as a type of colonisation. However, in a short while the alternative,
promoting some kind of Central Europeanness implying the preservation of
a special sociological language, turned out to gain a limited acceptance in the
West, and that had an impact on how the competence of Hungarian sociology was judged.
The change of system meant a real change for Romanian sociology. It had
to interpret itself in a world where it earlier had no place, at least in a formal
and institutional way. Under the new conditions it primarily had to recreate
its own tradition. Its main task was to rehabilitate the Gusti school defining it
continuation – and this work is still going on. After the earlier decades, in
which it was impossible for sociology to exist, the intelligentsia sensitive to sociology and political sciences engaged in a lively debate on the problems of
transition, the roles of the elite and intellectuals, not only or not primarily in
professional circles, which partly resulted in the reassessment of sociologists’
roles and thus sociological knowledge became sellable on the political and
media markets.
It may be due to this late comeback that, unlike in other East-Central European countries, interdisciplinary connection could become the topic of
a debate and the specialisation or ‘red taping’ of sociology is characteristic
only to a smaller degree. Moreover, it became an important theme of discourse. This is indicated by the fact that sociological debates are of an interdisciplinary character and the participants, the representatives of branch sciences and even a noted journal all attempt to be interdisciplinary (Altera).
Another feature of the Romanian discourse is its regional division and
special regional networks, which only to an extent overlap with ethnic differences. Thus the Transylvanian professional discourse in Romanian joins sociological knowledge ‘produced’ in Bucharest, while Transylvanian Hungar-
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ian sociologists work in their own professional workshops and partly with
their own themes.
Romanian sociology, at least for the time being, does not seem to have
been able to make its legacy a paradigm and has not been successful in adopting western methods either. It continues to insist on its methodological collectivism and “national” character.
For the 1990s Romanian sociological discourse can be summarised under the themes of centralisation/decentralisation/nation state, besides the relationship to tradition and opportunity of being interdisciplinary. These
themes have been written about not only by local but also east and west European authors in the journals, and the debate has also had some direct political
connotations. However, some contributors have included broader theories
of civilisation and development in their ideas – thus signalling the transfer of
a western scientific approach. The scientific public debate about centralisation and decentralisation also includes the themes of West and East, politics
and ethnicity.
The war inflicted a severe blow on Serbian sociology. While in some
neighbouring countries the process of redefining scientific abstractions and
the roles of scientists had already started at the turn of the 1980s and 1990s, in
Serbia only their rediscussion took place. For a long time even the conditions
of the science became questionable due to the crisis in research financing and
research teams (there were no large-scale sociological surveys, social structure and strata analyses, migration research, etc.). Because of the war it is not
surprising that sociological public debate is dominated by political sociology:
issues of totalitarianism, democracy and nationalism are being discussed.
The debate has concentrated on defining notions: can the Oxford Dictionary be used for the ex-Yugoslav phenomena or must a specific “Balkan Dictionary” be created?
The break-up of Yugoslavia is still a theme that has not been explored in sociological discourse. Researchers usually say no when asked whether they had
seen it coming, and their explanations lead back to the economic crisis, ethnic
conflicts and criticism of the earlier federal structure. Several authors also
raised the narrow-mindedness, indifference to social conflicts and static social
view of trivial sociology. Later, after 1995, sociologists made an attempt to interpret social conflicts, in a socio-psychological way (trauma and catharsis).
In Serbian sociology an entirely new phenomenon is presented by
a Marxizmusstreit, which cannot only be interpreted as a debate between left
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and right and the redivision of the Serbian political sphere, since the sociologist’s role is also being re-examined. This is reflected in the fact that Russia
and China remain important orientation points in the debate instead of the
Central European regional concepts. The renaissance of Marxism and
Titoism does not seem to be due only to the compulsion of looking for valid
explanations but as if it represented a generation conflict and an identity crisis in Serbian sociology.
The most visible characteristic feature of Slovak sociology is the lack of reflection and debate: we could hardly find any articles connected to one another or reacting to another in noted sociology journals. This is recognised
by Slovak sociologists themselves, who explain it by the small size of the profession, its specialisation and financial ebb. A significant number of sociological debates are conducted with broad publicity and not in professional circles, primarily with political arguments, but also with an orientation to
Czech sociology. Thus discourses appear in chronological order and not in
thematic stages.
In the three years following the political changes, facing the communist
legacy was a determining factor and in parallel the old taboos were touched
upon (primarily the one concerning 1968) with joint Czecho-Slovak efforts.
How can the legacy be interpreted? How can Marxism be negated? What
role should a sociologist take?
In the second phase between 1993 and 1998 the separation of the
Czecho-Slovak state and ‘Meèiarism’ provided the main themes for Slovak
sociologists and voices referring to the crisis of the profession became stronger. However, strictly professional approaches were also present in interpreting the separation, which supported the one-state-two-societies concept
with survey results. These, just like the discourse on taboos, were published
in Czech journals.
The third, post-1998 period can be regarded as the years of slow revival,
the liberation from the Meèiar censorship and political pressure. Nevertheless, Slovak sociology does not seem to have woken up from its stagnation following the separation and does not seem to be able to accommodate professional debate: the more noted researchers do not publish in Slovak papers
and do not conduct debates in the scientific circles at home but partly in the
West and partly in opinion survey institutes.
***
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The dominant discourses of the examined five countries take their own
road. This means that, although we can identify the sociologies of individual
countries, no sociology of the region exists. Country-specific discourses very
rarely connect with a similar discourse in other East European countries. The
virtual space occupied by them is penetrated rather by Western science than
that of East Europe: and we sociologists listen to the West if not to ourselves.
Our analysis also shows that the profession partly has withdrawn itself
from the publication fora of the discipline and the debates are conducted in
the public or abroad. Disregarding a few exceptions, the reviewed journals
primarily serve professional promotion, do not encourage professional debate and show a more static and conservative image of local sociologies than
they are in reality.
The burden of transition is carried differently in each country. Perhaps
two common features can be seen in the different professional debates: dealing with the socialist legacy and searching for new identities and ways of expression. These debates show a large degree of inertia: sociologists in east European countries have to clarify their relationship not only to their own past
and Western science, but also to the political transition.
Meanwhile, it is as if they were not looking at the wider horizon and
therefore they cannot explain their own “crisis” and “search for identity” in
terms of the world-wide “crisis” of sociology as such.9 Finding our own place
and role in the enclosed world of East-Central Europe requires such an enormous effort that we do not see that mainstream science is also crying out for
help.

9

In Western sociology the first danger signals were sounded already at the end of the
1980s, and a mass of professional literature was written about the present and future of
the profession. Here only three significant critical texts are refered to: Boudon, R.:
“European Sociology: The Identity Lost?” In Nedelmann, B. – Sztompka, P. (eds.):
Sociology in Europe – In Search of Identity. Berlin, New York: Walter de Gruyter, 1993,
27–46., Wallerstein, I.: “The Heritage of Sociology, The Promise of Social Science.
Presidential Address, XIVth World Congress of Sociology, Montreal, 26 July 1998”.
Current Sociology. 1999, Vol. 47(1): 1–37., Bauman, Z.: “A parvenü és a pária, azaz a modernség hõse és áldozata” (The Parvenu and the Pariah – the hero and victim of modernity).
2000, 2001, July-August, 3–10.
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Table 1. The methodology of the article

Quantitative

48.9

–

8

6.2

5.5

39.6

15.2

21.2

Qualitative

39.8

100*

71

53.8

90.4

55.7

52.5

73.6

Both

11.3

–

21

40

4.1

4.7

32.2

5.2

Replika

(%)

Sociologija

Serbia

Sociológia

Slova
kia

RCS

Romania

Altera

Studia
Socjologiczne

Poland

Szociológiai
Szemle

Methodology

Hungary

Kultura i
Spo³eczeñstwo

Country

* We did not measure as a separate variant, but during the examined period no studies based on statistical procedures were published in the journal.

10 The tables were made by Attila Z. Papp, to whom I express my gratitude.
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Table 2. The “trend” of articles

Sociológia

Sociologija

SlovaSerbia
kia

RCS

Studia
Socjologiczne

Romania

Altera

Legacy
Imitation
Invention
Legacy+
Invention
Imitation+
Invention
Legacy+
Imitation
Legacy+
Imitation+
Invention
Could not be
determined

Poland
Kultura i
Spo³eczeñstwo

(%)

17.7
15.2
7.6

6.6
39.5
5.3

8.33
24.31
4.17

0
29.2
1.5

1.4
97.3
–

3.3
88.4
–

25.4
11.2
7.2

25.5
46
14.4

17.7

5.3

8.33

6.2

–

–

7.6

–

18.2

11.8

27.78

30.8

–

3.3

10.1

–

23.2

27.6

4.17

1.5

1.4

3.3

30.8

–

0.5

3.9

22.92

–

–

4

0.4

–

–

–

1.7

–

13.7

Replika

Trend

Hungary

Szociológiai
Szemle

Country

3.47

20
9.2
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Table 3. The themes of articles

Sociológia

Sociologija

5.1
5.1

0.69
18.75

16.9
20

0
0

9.6
6.8

9.1
13.9

7.7
3.9

30.8

10.42

9.2

0

5.6

19.2

16.8

33.3

4.17

6.2

9.6

10.7

11.5

6.5

0

4.86

12.3

2.7

22

17.3

14.8

0

13.19

1.5

0

11.9

12

5.1

0.69

1.5

0

1.7

2.6

0

0

78.1

Altera

RCS

SlovaSerbia
kia

Studia
Socjologiczne

Theory
23.7
Methodology
15.2
Structure,
14.1
stratification
Political
8.6
Sociology
Sociology
7.6
of Science
Economic
7.6
sociology
Sociology
5.1
of Agriculture
Gender
5.1
Lifestyle, cul5.1
ture, religion
Social policy,
3.5
Poverty
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(%)
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0
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0

0
0
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0
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0

0
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0
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Table 4. The gender of the main author
SlovaSerbia
kia
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32.3

16.4
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35.1

34.5

76.9

56.3

67.7

83.6
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64.9

65.5
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65.7
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34.3

Male

(%)

Replika

Female

Trend

Szociológiai
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Sociologija

Romania

Sociológia

Poland

Studia
Socjologiczne

Hungary

Kultura i
Spo³eczeñstwo

Country
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